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COMPANY NAME  
Tom Moore, Glass Artist (sole trader) 

REPORTING PERIOD 
Two linked events:  

 Doctoral candidacy work for the duration of the doctoral project, expected to be 2015-
2019, and 

  “Magic Object Exhibitions”, held in 2016, but incorporating work made earlier. 

Declaration 
To the best of my knowledge, the information provided in this Public Disclosure Summary is true and 
correct and meets the requirements of the National Carbon Offset Standard Carbon Neutral Program. 

[Sign here]  

 

[Date] 08-8-17 

Tom Moore   

Sole trader 

Type of carbon neutral certification: Two events, including one five-year doctoral project 
and one art exhibition.  

Verification 

Date of most recent external verification/audit: 18 August 2017 

Auditor:  

Auditor assurance statement link:  

 
Perfume Bottles 2015 

Public Disclosure Statement by Dr Su Wild-River, www.wild-river.com.au; 
www.smallbsustainability.com, su@wild-river.com.au  
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Part A. Overview of disclosure scope, boundary and calculations 

Tom Moore is a highly celebrated Australian glass artist (Harmon 2016). He makes fantastical 

sculptures that are unconventional, compelling and technically rigorous. These are based 

around environmental themes, foreshadowing ongoing environmental challenges and posing 

the possibility of enticing alternative paradigms, as shown in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1 A display of Tom Moore's work at the Magic Objects Exhibition1.  

In addition to tackling environmental issues through his art subjects, Tom Moore is serious 
about dealing with the practical environmental impact of his art practice. The significant global 
threats of climate change are common themes in Tom Moore’s artwork. This focus presents a 
dilemma because glass art is widely understood to carry a significant carbon footprint 
compared with other art forms, due to high and continuous gas usage in hot glass studios and 
other associated emissions. To address this dilemma, Tom Moore has taken on the challenge 
of achieving a carbon neutral art practice during his doctoral (PhD) studies, and for the large 
Magic Object Exhibition where his work was displayed during the PhD project.  

This public disclosure statement establishes the boundaries, scope and strategies for Tom 
Moore’s carbon neutral claim.  

The Australian National Carbon Off-Set Standard (NCOS) is used to achieve certification of 
carbon neutral/carbon positive result. The NCOS principles of relevance, completeness, 
consistency, transparency and accuracy are all applied and all elements of an NCOS claim are 
addressed.  

This disclosure has a secondary goal of providing knowledge and tools that could help other 
artists to achieve carbon neutrality. As an example, the carbon inventory that informs the 
determination will be made available to other glass artists so that they can calculate their own 
carbon footprints. All factors and calculations are described and expressed in plain English, and 
full workings are provided in an associated excel workbook that accompanies the disclosure 

                                                           
1 Source: Saul Steed (2016) https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2016/mar/01/2016-adelaide-
biennial-of-australian-art-colour-wonder-materialism-and-magic. Accessed 18/1/2017.  

https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2016/mar/01/2016-adelaide-biennial-of-australian-art-colour-wonder-materialism-and-magic
https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2016/mar/01/2016-adelaide-biennial-of-australian-art-colour-wonder-materialism-and-magic
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(Appendices 1 and 2). This aims to support the disclosure being readily adapted for other 
artists in the future.  

A third goal of the disclosure is to encourage further collaboration between artists and climate 
change mitigation professionals. To support this, the disclosure has been completed in 
consultation with a range of artists, climate change mitigation scientists and policy makers.  

Two combined events comprising a PhD and group of exhibitions 

The carbon neutral disclosure covers two bodies of work which are considered as two linked 
events. They are Tom Moore’s current studies towards a degree of Doctor of Philosophy (PhD), 
and his contribution to exhibitions in 2016, loosely titled Magic Object Exhibition (MOE). The 
PhD is expected to run from the start of 2015 until late 2019 and is based in South Australia. 
Work for MOE was produced between 2004 and 2016 in South Australia, apart from 2 objects 
produced in a North American studio. The disclosure includes all emissions associated with 
Tom Moore’s glass art within the boundary of these two events, consistent with the NCOS 
standards for relevance, completeness, consistency, transparency and accuracy.  

An operational approach has been used to consolidate the emissions from these two events. 
This is evident in the emissions boundary diagram (Figure 2) which shows the operational 
elements of Tom Moore’s glass production. Each element of the operation was calculated for 
both events (see Table 1 of Emissions Summary).  

A key feature of the carbon inventory is its use of generous assumptions throughout. 
Whenever data sources contained uncertainties or assumptions, the emissions were calculated 
using the highest possible input factor. Hence the carbon footprint presented here is sure to 
be higher than that which is truly associated with Tom Moore’s glass art.  In addition, the 
combined carbon offsets cover 150% of the generously estimated total emissions. This feature 
ensures that Tom Moore’s artistic endeavours within the disclosure boundary are carbon 
positive since they result in eliminating more carbon emissions than they produce.  

Emission sources within the disclosure boundaries 

The inventory takes account of all greenhouse gases that are required for an NCOS inventory 

including carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O). Other gases that would 

normally be included in an inventory, such as hydro-fluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons 

(PFCs) and sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) were not emitted by Tom Moore’s activities and so are 

excluded.  

All emissions are expressed in terms of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emissions. Wherever 

possible these were calculated according to the National Greenhouse Accounts Factors (DEE 

2016) relevant at the time of emissions. This includes scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions factors for 

town gas, liquid petroleum gas (LPG), electricity, transport fuels and waste management. 

Where raw input data were unavailable, academic papers, industry publications and on-line 

calculators were used to determine emissions. Published sources were used to estimate 

emissions from flights, freight, packaging and paper and raw material production.  Details are 

in Appendix 1 and references to all sources are provided there.   

Figure 2 below shows the quantified and unquantified emissions in the inventory through a 

diagram of the inventory and claim boundary, and the details of emissions sources within the 

inventory. The emissions are grouped into six main sources which cover the full lifecycle of 
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Tom Moore’s glass blowing activities. These are hot glass studio work, Tom Moore’s home 

workshop, travel, freight, raw material production and other emissions. These are described in 

the subsections below. Calculations are provided in the accompanying excel workbook and in 

Appendix 2.  

It is necessary to understand the lifecycle of glass blowing to understand the inventory, and so 

a brief explanation of each activity is provided below the claim boundary diagram in Figure 2.   

Figure 2 Inventory and claim boundary and details of emissions sources  

PhD project 

The ‘event’ of Tom Moore’s PhD project, includes all production work undertaken during the 

anticipated five years of the PhD and all associated activities for the life of the project. The PhD 

Inventory and claim boundary 
Emissions associated with Tom Moore’s PhD process and the Magic Object Exhibition (Moore’s carbon footprint), including relevant 
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project is based at the University of South Australia (UniSA). It commenced in 2015 and is 

expected to conclude late 2019. Regular glass-making occurs the UniSA hot-glass workshop, 

the largest objects are produced using the larger hot-glass facilities JamFactory Craft and 

Design (JamFactory). The functional units for calculating emissions associated with the PhD 

carbon inventory are hours of studio time spent making glass art and all associated emissions. 

Gas and electricity billing information provided by JamFactory has formed the basis of the 

calculations for estimating the hourly carbon impact.  

Magic Object Exhibition artworks 

 Magic Object was the title of the 2016 Adelaide Biennial, a significant survey of contemporary 

Australian visual art curated for the Adelaide Festival. Tom Moore’s work was exhibited at the 

Art Gallery of South Australia and in a satellite exhibition at the Museum of Economic Botany 

and this exposure led to a third major solo exhibition at Perc Tucker Regional Gallery, 

Townsville, QLD. Travel and freight emissions associated with all three exhibitions are included 

in this inventory. Magic Object was a large exhibition showcasing work from many artists and 

galleries, however only Tom Moore’s contribution to the event is included in this inventory. 

Other artists’ emissions, plus the emissions within the operational control of the galleries are 

excluded. Tom Moore assembled 128 glass artworks to participate in Magic object exhibitions 

(MOE). Approximately 70% of these were made prior to commencement of the PhD project 

and the remainder produced during the course of this practice-based research. These 128 

artworks are the functional units of the MOE part of the inventory. The calculations for the 

MOE carbon inventory are based on the studio hours and associated emissions for each 

individual artwork. In terms of geographic considerations, the calculations also account for all 

artwork movements both before and during the 2016 exhibitions. 

Hot glass studio work 

In modern glass blowing and hot-sculpting, molten glass is taken from a furnace on the end of 

a metal pipe that is approximately 140cm long. Other tools such as scissors and tweezers are 

used to work the glass into desired shapes. Air can be blown into the pipe to inflate the glass 

as a hollow-form. The general term “glass blowing” also covers processes for shaping solid 

glass to produce sculptural forms and the combination of multiple solid and hollow parts to 

make complex forms. Glass blowing processes usually require at least one assistant (see Figure 

3.1) however, some of the larger or complicated works produced for MOE required up to 4 

assistants.  

 

Figure 3.1 
Hot glass studio at JamFactory. Glass blowers 
working with assistants at glassblowing benches near 
glory-holes. 
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Several specialised types of combustion equipment are required for the glassblowing 

processes undertaken by Tom Moore. The first of these is the furnace, used for melting the 

raw materials into a glassy-state and for keeping the molten glass at a workable temperature. 

The furnace burns a mix of natural gas and forced air. The normal working temperature of the 

furnace is approximately 1120°C (see Figure 3.2), however the temperature of the furnace is 

raised to 1260°C to melt the glass. It takes approximately 12 hours for the glass mixture to be 

loaded and melted to a usable consistency. Commercial and teaching studios tend to run the 

furnace constantly throughout the year, with a single annual break for maintenance and 

holidays. 

 
 

Figure 3.2  
Glass furnace temperature control panel indicating 
the working temperature of 1120°C. 

 

Figure 3.3 
Hot glass studio at JamFactory showing one of two 
furnaces on the left and one of four glory-holes on 
the right. 

 

 On the left of figure 3.3 is one of the two glass furnaces at JamFactory with its door closed. 

The molten glass is in a crucible inside. One of the four re-heating chambers known by glass-

workers as a glory hole is on the right of the image. heated by natural gas and forced-air 

burners to a working temperature of approximately 1,200°C. Having several glory holes allows 

for multiple glass-makers to work simultaneously. Glory holes take about an hour to reach a 

workable temperature so they are lit about an hour before the first glass blowing session of 

each day. Unlike the furnace, glory holes are shut-off at the end of each working day.  

The end of the metal pipes and rods used for handling the glass must be preheated, otherwise 

the glass will not stick to the metal. A pipe warmer is utilised for this purpose, it comprises a 

partly enclosed burner with a gentle natural gas flame and an opening-slot to accommodate 

several sizes of pipes and rods that are used for different applications. Figure 3.4 shows glass 

pipes warming up. 
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Figure 3.4 
Blow pipes warming up. 

 

Two electric kilns are also utilised to make Tom Moore’s artwork. The first of these is a 3-phase 

electric kiln, known as an annealer. These kilns are turned on at the start of a session. Finished 

glassworks are placed in the kiln and the temperature is gradually decreased overnight to 

ensure slow and even cooling and avoid stress that could lead to cracking. Figure 3.5 shows 4 

of these kilns. Another small kiln referred to as a hot-box is used for preheating the coloured 

glass before it is incorporated with the clear furnace glass and for keeping components hot. A 

hot box is shown in Figure 3.6. 

 

Figure 3.5  
Four of the six annealing kilns at JamFactory. 
These kilns are maintained at a temperature of 
490°C while everyone working in a four-hour 
session places completed items inside. Once full or 
at end of day the kiln is held at 490°C for a couple 
more hours without opening doors to even-out 
heat and then slowly “warmed-down” over 
approx. 15 hours, ready to unpack and use again at 
the same time next day. 
Thicker objects need to warm-down more slowly 
and large items take up a lot of space, hence the 
necessity for many annealing kilns. 

 
 
Figure 3.6 
 
 One of four “hot-boxes” at JamFactory for heating parts 
to a temperature just below softening-point and 
maintaining them at this temperature, ready to use. 
 
 The temperature can be adjusted to suit the various  
melting-points of different glass colours. 
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Tom Moore’s work is typically created by making various small parts that are kept in the hot-

box and then fused onto a larger form with the use of a portable burner fuelled by bottled 

industrial oxygen and LPG. 

The term ‘session’ is used in this disclosure consistently with glass art industry standards. A 

standard session at JamFactory glass studio is 4 hours. Glass blowers pre-book sessions with 

glass workshop managers. A session includes a maximum 16 kilos clear glass and an assumed 

corresponding 4kg of scrap (see Figure 3.7), use of one glory-hole, hot-box and standard 

annealing. Additional annealing for thick-work and use of portable burners is charged in 

addition to the standard session fee.   

A glass blowing session is a good functional unit for calculating a carbon inventory because 

associated emissions are measurable and repeatable and a generous estimate of emissions 

associated with a session can be obtained. Details of the calculations are in Appendix 2, but it 

is worth noting that all emissions associated with assistants or assisting are excluded from the 

estimates of session-based emissions. This works because the functional unit of a session 

effectively allocates all emissions to the blower who has booked the session, making for a 

complete carbon inventory. Transport, food and waste emissions for assistants are also 

considered outside of this certification since they are outside of Tom Moore’s operational 

control.  

 

Figure 3.7 

 Waste bin after one blowing session. 

Clear glass is recycled back into the 
furnace along with new raw materials 
when the furnace is turned-up to melting 
temperature and re-loaded. 

Coloured glass scrap cannot be re-melted 
in the furnace as it will taint the clarity of 
products, it is converted by an industrial 
waste company into road-base. 

Tom Moore’s home studio 

Given that hot glass studio time is an expensive and limited commodity, some elements of 

Tom Moore’s art are formed outside of the energy intensive setting of hot glass studios. The 

eyes, foliage and other small solid parts are more efficiently produced at Tom Moore’s home 

studio.  Small-scale equipment is used to reheat and shape pieces of glass-rod that Tom Moore 

makes at the furnace and brings home for this purpose. This work utilises a very small kiln and 

a gas burner fuelled by a pair of 8/litres per minute oxygen concentrators and bottled LPG (see 

Figures 3.8 - 3.11). The concentrators extract oxygen from ambient air and pipe this to the 

burner, enabling LPG to burn at much higher temperatures. The literature suggests that such 

concentrators increase the richness of burning LPG, which results in lower emissions (Miratech 

2004). This means that emissions will be lower than the results from the standard LPG 

emissions factor applied here (DEE 2016, Table 2). 
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Figure 3.8 

Small kiln and oxygen 
concentrators in Tom Moore’s 
home studio. 

 

Figure 3.9  

Lampworking torch in Tom 
Moore’s home studio.  

 

Figure 3.10      

Label on oxygen concentrator. 

 

Figure 3.11  

Label on the small kiln used in 
Tom Moore’s home studio for 
heating-up glass rods to make 
small parts and heating-down 
these parts. 
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Raw material production 

Glass is made when a chemical reaction occurs within the intense heat of a furnace: crystalline 

minerals undergo a state-change whereby the molecules reconfigure to form an amorphous 

arrangement. While there are thousands of different patented glass recipes for various 

industrial applications, Tom Moore uses a variety of Silica/Soda/Lime glass in his art practice 

that has been specifically developed to be melted in a small furnace and worked with hand-

tools. Silica is the main ingredient and soda ash is added as a flux (to lower the melting 

temperature). Lime is a stabiliser that increases durability: fining agents and decolourisers 

assist in fine-tuning the product.  The carefully measured mix of minerals is referred to as 

batch before it is melted into glass. 

Many contemporary hot-glass studios melt clear glass batch in a furnace and buy-in a range of 

coloured glass to enable great adaptability of design without requiring complex knowledge of 

chemical formulation.  The assorted colours and the clear glass must have an extremely similar 

behaviour of expansion and contraction (through the wide range of temperatures that occur in 

the forming process) otherwise the finished product is likely to crack apart. When related glass 

formulas have a close-enough coefficient of expansion to be safely used together they are 

referred to as compatible. Figure 3.12 shows rods of solid glass colour stored in Tom Moore’s 

home studio.  

 

 

Figure 3.12 
A selection of some of the approx. 150 colours 
melted by Gaffer Glass. 
The colours are either transparent, translucent 
or opaque, the black bars are very dense 
transparent colours that become apparent 
when the glass is stretched thin when blown or 
twisted. 

 

Tom Moore uses coloured glass formulated and manufactured in New Zealand by a specialist 

company Gaffer Glass. Another company Artisand, based in Castlemaine, Victoria has the 

exclusive Australian licence to mix and distribute Gaffer clear glass batch that is formulated to 

be compatible with the colours. Gaffer batch is melted in the furnaces used by Tom Moore at 

both JamFactory and UniSA.  

Carbon footprints for Artisand or Gaffer Glass were not available for this inventory. Instead, 

published literature on carbon footprints for glass was used to inform calculations (Isaac 2012). 

Coloured glass makes up about 10% by volume of Tom Moore’s finished glass artworks but the 

carbon footprint for the coloured glass was generously assumed to be the same as the clear 

glass. This aims to take account of the additional footprint associated with extraction and 

transport of specialist oxides and other inputs. Note that the inventory deals with greenhouse 
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gas emissions only, and is not a complete environmental footprint. It therefore does not 

address the broader environmental impacts of mining and refining the glass colouring agents. 

Freight of both batch and coloured glass are itemised separately in the inventory.   

Travel 

Travel within the disclosure boundary includes Tom Moore’s commuting to and from his glass 

studios, plus all travel associated with exhibitions. It also includes travel to and from distant 

studios at which some MOE artworks were made.  

Tom Moore typically travels by bicycle to the Adelaide Studios (Figure 4), and these trips are 

assumed to have no carbon footprint. He occasionally drives the family car, and a generous 

estimate is made for these occasional trips, using published data for fuel efficiency of the 

Subaru Forester that Tom Moore drives and using online calculators to obtain travel distances. 

The same approach was used to calculate emissions from cars hired to travel between airports 

and studios during trips in which MOE artworks were made.   

On-line calculators were used to determine emissions from air travel associated with making 

MOE artworks and for travelling to Townsville for the associated exhibition. When Tom 

Moore’s family accompanied him on these trips, their carbon footprints are also included as 

‘associates’ travel’.  

 

Figure 4 Tom Moore commuting to work. 

Freight 

Freight is included both for batch and coloured glass and also for finished artworks. Small vans 

are typically used for all road freight. Published sources for small van efficiency and standard 

emissions factors were used to calculate emissions from these sources. The freight distances 

were generously calculated as return trips even though the returning vehicles were probably 

backfilled.  

MOE artworks that were made overseas were freighted back to Australia by air. Published 

sources were used to calculate associated emissions.  
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Paper 

Tom Moore uses a small amount of 

paper in artwork design. A very generous 

estimate of paper quantities, and 

published sources were used to calculate 

emissions associated with both the 

production and disposal of paper waste.  

Paper associated with exhibition 

publications is not included within the 

disclosure boundary because all 

decisions about such publications were 

made by exhibition managers.  Thus, the 

emissions were outside of the Tom 

Moore’s operational control. An example 

of such a publication is in Figure 5.  

 

Packaging 

Finished artwork is packaged in foam within cardboard boxes for freight. Published sources 

were used to calculate the carbon footprint of foam and cardboard production. This packaging 

is included in artwork sales so emissions are not calculated for its disposal.   

Non-quantified sources 

The following emission sources have not been quantified. This is consistent with the provisions 

in the NCOS because they are not expected to materially affect the overall total emissions 

since their total is anticipated to be less than 5% of the overall inventory total. These were 

included generously in the total inventory by adding an additional 5% of the quantified 

emissions.  

• Outsourced printing of artist’s statements is excluded as a Scope 3 activity that was 
managed by galleries. Many of these statements also included statements by other 
artists.  

• Tom Moore and associates’ travel on public transport, which was a Scope 3 activity used 
minimally. Most travel was by bicycle, and car transport has been generously estimated.  

• Car travel has been generously estimated and included in quantified scope 1 emissions.  

• Waste to landfill was not quantified as glass waste has no organic component (see Figure 
3.6 above).  

• Food and catering waste was not quantified as any such waste from the artist or 
associates (including assistants) food intake is not additional to waste which would have 
occurred in the absence of the glass art. 

• Reticulated water does not feature in glass art manufacture and so emissions associated 
with hot water have not been quantified.  

• Energy from lighting and air-conditioning is not separately quantified, but is included in 
the reported scope 2 and 3 emissions associated with electricity.  

Figure 5 Exhibition publication 
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• Office equipment is a minor element of this glass art project. Paper was used in artwork 
design, but is limited to several art sketch books per year. Cardboard packaging for freight 
is one of the quantified variables.  

 

Assumptions and Limitations  

To ensure a carbon neutral operation, this disclosure aims for a generous estimate of 
emissions with every factor and particularly in relation to any uncertainty. Below is a list of 
assumptions that are generous, and combine to ensure a generous overall result. 

• Origin Energy websites and bills do not state whether scope 3 emissions are included 
on bills so we assume that scope 3 emissions are not listed and add them on 
separately.  

• We assume that total emissions from coloured glass is the same as for batch glass. This 
is generous as total colour is approximately 10% of batch glass. This does not need to 
account for additional environmental issues (such as water and air pollution) 
associated with raw material production for coloured glass, because this inventory is 
for greenhouse gas emissions only.   

• A generous assumption is used for the quantity of glass used per session. The figure 
applied is really a maximum rather than an average (see email of 17 June 2016).  

• A missing November hot glass studio gas bill was assumed to be the same as for April, 
which was one of the highest gas usage months of the year.  

• The scope 2 emissions factor for purchased electricity in South Australia has reduced 
from 0.86 in 2004/05 to 0.53 since 2013/14. Nearly all of the work relevant to the 
disclosure was completed since 2013, at which time the emissions factor was 0.58. A 
factor of 0.58 is used for all years.  

• Electricity usage over a full year was estimated by multiplying by 12 the average 
monthly usage for the seven months from April to October. This is a high estimate 
since the JamFactory is closed for a month around January.  

• The emissions estimate for batch and coloured glass were calculated using 
comparative data from a full life cycle assessment which included freight. This is 
generous because glass freight emissions were calculated separately.  

• Estimates of unquantified emissions are anticipated to be much less than 5% of the 
total but were estimated as a full 5% of all quantified emissions.  

• Return journeys of batch glass trucks are included in calculating freight of batch glass. 
In fact, return of empty trucks would be unlikely and back filling would be more 
common.  

• Car journeys are generously estimated as Tom Moore generally commutes by bicycle 
and rarely drives the family car to studios. 

• Emissions from LPG in Tom Moore’s home studio uses national accounts factors but 
the concentrator results in a lean burn which reduces emissions.  

• Purchased electricity usually had a ‘green power’ component, but no allowance was 
made for this in calculations.  

• Five full years of PhD work are included despite the likelihood that studies will be 
completed earlier.  

• Two additional air flights were included in the calculations due to a calculation error 
identified after carbon offsets were purchased. Return trips to Seoul and Auckland 
were included in the inventory even though travel was only artwork freight.  
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Uncertainty for emissions 
As described above and in the Appendices and attached Excel Workbook, generous 

assumptions have been made whenever there were uncertainties associated with specific 

factors. Noteworthy areas of uncertainty are described here.  

JamFactory emissions estimates were used as a proxy for UniSA however there are some 

differences between the two studios that are worth mentioning. JamFactory operation is 

roughly three times that of UniSA and worked by professionals rather than students. More 

sessions worked per week would reduce the average emissions impact per session of 

constantly firing the furnaces, however JamFactory runs the furnaces and glory holes at a 

higher working temperatures and some commissions undertaken by JamFactory require 

thicker products that must be annealed for additional days in the kilns. 

 

There are inherent uncertainties in using on-line calculators for estimating flight emissions, 

and published sources to estimate emissions from freight and other factors but in each case 

the best available data were used, including details of stop-overs. The biggest impact on flight 

emissions is the short, medium and long-haul stages and these were accurately factored in to 

all travel and freight calculations. The generous assumptions used throughout avoid any risk of 

conservative results due to these uncertainties.  

 

The impact of unquantified emissions is unknown. However, the combined impact of these is 

expected to be less than those of other quantified factors, many of which contribute less than 

1% of the total inventory. Hence the estimate of a 5% contribution from unquantified 

emissions seems certain to be very generous.  
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Part B. Emissions calculations, emissions factors and 

methodologies 

Table 1 presents a summary of all emissions within the disclosure boundary. Totals are 
reported in tonnes of CO2e and are itemised for each input factor within both the MOE and 
PhD events. Detailed calculations are presented in Appendix 2, and also in the associated Excel 
Workbook. Pie charts showing the patterns in these results are presented below the table.  

Table 1 Emissions summary 

Emissions from Magic Object and PhD project Totals 

 
The Magic 
Object 
Exhibition 

PhD project 
tCO2e 

Scope 1 

Town gas used in hot glass studios 16.09 54.28 70.37 

LPG used in Tom Moore's home studio 0.04 0.19 0.23 

Car travel 0.35 0.21 0.56 

Scope 1 totals 16.48 54.68 71.16 

Scope 2 

Electricity used in hot glass studios 8.05 27.16 35.21 

Electricity used in home studio 0.16 1.52 1.68 

Scope 2 totals 8.21 28.68 36.89 

Scope 3 

Scope 3 gas in hot glass studios 2.78 9.37 12.15 

Scope 3 gas in home studio 0.002 0.011 0.01 

Scope 3 electricity hot glass studios 1.53 5.15 6.68 

Scope 3 electricity in home studio 0.03 0.29 0.32 

Glass manufacture - clear batch glass 0.63 2.14 2.78 

Glass manufacturing - coloured glass 0.63 2.14 2.78 

Road freight of clear batch 0.58 1.80 2.39 

Air freight of coloured glass 0.43 1.43 1.86 

Road Freight of finished artwork 6.46 0.00 6.46 

Air freight of finished artwork 2.78 0.00 2.78 

Packaging of exhibition artworks 0.26 0.00 0.26 

Artist and associates air travel 9.16 0.00 9.16 

Paper used in artwork design 0.02 0.03 0.05 

Estimates of non-quantified emissions 2.50 5.29 7.79 

Scope 3 totals 25.30 22.370 47.67 

With unquantified emissions 27.80 27.66 55.45 

Grand total   163.50 

Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.  
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Figure 6 below shows the emissions by broad activity. This shows that the hot glass studio 
emissions make up 77% of total emissions, with freight and travel being the next highest 
emissions sources. The home studio work contributes less than 1% to total emissions.  

  

 

Figure 6 Emissions by broad activity 
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Figure 7 shows emissions by scope and source. This shows that scope 1 emissions from the 
PhD made up 34% of the inventory while scope 1 emissions from the production of MOE 
artworks contributed a lower 17%. In contrast at 17%, the scope 3 emissions from the MOE 
were higher than the 10% attributable to the PhD, largely because of the additional travel and 
freight costs associated with making some MOE pieces overseas plus associated travel and 
freight.  

 

 

Figure 7 Emissions by scope and event 
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Figure 8 combines the MOE and PhD work but disaggregates all other emissions sources. The 
emissions are arranged clockwise from largest to smallest. This shows that town gas is the 
biggest single emissions source with its scope 1 emissions contributing 43% to the total 
inventory, and its scope 3 emissions a further 7%. Scope 2 electricity is the next biggest 
emissions source with its emissions contributing 22% of the total inventory.  

 

 

Figure 8 Disaggregated emissions combining the PhD and MOE events 
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Figure 9 emphasises the key message from across the analysis that the hot glass studio gas 
usage is the largest single factor, contributing 51% of the total emissions. Hot studio electricity 
emissions are the second largest category contributing 26%. Everything else contributes the 
remaining 23%. 

 

 

Figure 9 Hot glass studio gas emissions compared with everything else 
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Part C. Emissions reduction measures 

The disclosure shows that emissions from town gas in the hot glass studio are the most 
significant with combined scope 1 and 3 gas emissions accounting for 49 per cent of all 
emissions. This suggests that strategies to address town gas usage in hot glass studios will have 
the biggest impact.  

Behavioural actions by Tom Moore aim to reduce emissions while maintaining an ambitious 
art-practice focus on optimal equipment usage. This includes ensuring that a glory hole is used 
productively while it is on so that energy is not wasted and emissions produced 
unnecessarily. Tom is developing techniques to expand of the range and size of parts that can 
be made in the home studio that might previously be made at the glory hole. 

It is hoped that the findings of this PDS will assist in motivating a more general reduction of 
emissions within the professional glass community through optimal equipment usage. Table 2 
below provides some data that could be used in an information campaign aiming to raise 
awareness of the impact of hot glass practice and encourage efficient use of facilities. 

Table 2 Information that could influence session use 

In 2016 the average emissions for a 4-hour session at Jam Factory was 383 kg CO2e. That is 
approximately 4.6% of the typical South Australian household annual emissions (Climate 
Works 2012).  
According to Climate Works, off-setting an average session is similar to:  

• planting three trees,  

• a small house upgrading to an efficient fridge for 12 years,  

• a small house upgrading to efficient lights for four years 

• a small house eliminating standby power usage for four years.  

Ten sessions generate about as much emissions as running an average car for a year (based 
on estimate of 4tCO2e per car per year).  

Source: Carbon inventory and ClimateWorks 2012  

Having ascertained the CO2e emissions generated in the course of glass practice, Tom Moore 
has been personally surprised and relieved that the carbon impact is not greater. It is likely 
these findings will be welcomed by the community of glass artists as they demonstrate that it 
is achievable for hot-glass artists to calculate and offset the carbon emissions generated in 
professional practice.  
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Part D. Carbon offsets  

Offsets summary   
In addition to the generous estimates used throughout the inventory, Tom Moore is 
voluntarily including an additional 50% of the total. This ensures that Tom Moore’s PhD work 
and The Magic Object footprint are carbon positive. With this additional amount added to the 
163.5 tCO2e of emissions calculated for the inventory, the total amount of carbon credits 
offset for these events was 246 tCO2e.   
Table 3 Offsets summary 

Offset type and registry Year retired Quantity Serial numbers 

Verified Carbon Standard 
APX VCS Registry 

2017 123 1613-67419227-67419349-VCU-
006-MER-AU-14-641-01042010-
30062011-0 

Verified Carbon Standard  
APX VCS Registry 

2017 61 2429-103812062-103812122-VCU-
014-APX-CN-1-666-28122007-
27122008-0 

Verified Carbon Standard 
APX VCS Registry 

2017 61 2791-120657956-120658016-VCU-
009-APX-IN-1-957-16012007-
15012008-0 - Qty 61 

Total offsets retired 246 

Net emissions Negative 82.5 (carbon positive) 

Total offsets held in surplus for the future 0 

 

Offset projects and co-benefits 
Emissions have been offset using carbon credits verified against the Verified Carbon Standard 
(VCS) from three sources that resonate in some way with Tom Moore’s art practice. The 
projects are:  

• half of the credits are sourced from the Redd Forests Grouped Project for the 
protection of Tasmanian Native Forest. The purpose and objective of this Grouped 
Project is to protect native forest that would have been logged in the absence of 
carbon finance. Protecting forests from timber harvesting reduces emissions caused by 
harvesting and maintains the forest carbon stock. Tom Moore’s Australian base and 
exploration of biodiverse ecosystems provides a connection with these projects.  

• One quarter of the credits are from the Gansu Zhangye Heihe Longhui Small Scale 
Hydropower Project. The project is a small-scale hydropower project with a total 
installed capacity of 13MW located in Gansu Province of China. It utilises the water 
resources of the Heihe River to generate and supply the electricity, which would 
otherwise have been produced by coal-fired plants, to the Northwest China Grid. The 
energy intensity of Tom Moore’s work provides a connection to the energy production 
element of this project.  

• One quarter of the credits are from Wind energy project by Hindustan Spinners in 
Tamilnadu, India. The project activity involves the implementation of 8.5 MW capacity 
wind power project consisting of 13 Wind Turbine Generators (WTGs) at villages in 
Kanyakumari, Tirunelveli and Coimbatore districts in Tamil Nadu. The power generated 
by the 4 X 500 kW WTGs and 1 X 750 kW WTGs is exported to the grid where the 
power from 7 X 750 KW WTGs, 1 X 500 KW WTGs is used for captive purposes. The 
power generated from wind energy is considered to be carbon neutral and hence does 
not contribute to any additional greenhouse gas emissions. This would replace 
equivalent quantum of power at the Tamil Nadu Electricity Board (TNEB) grid. The 
energy intensity of Tom Moore’s work provides a connection to the energy production 
element of this project. 

https://vcsregistry2.apx.com/myModule/rpt/myrpt.asp?r=206&h=16840
https://vcsregistry2.apx.com/myModule/rpt/myrpt.asp?r=206&h=16155
https://vcsregistry2.apx.com/myModule/rpt/myrpt.asp?r=206&h=16687
https://www.emaccount.com/app/public/dataroom/09911312
https://www.emaccount.com/app/public/dataroom/09911312
https://www.emaccount.com/app/public/dataroom/098EAB71
https://www.emaccount.com/app/public/dataroom/098EAB71
https://www.emaccount.com/app/public/dataroom/09958986
https://www.emaccount.com/app/public/dataroom/09958986
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This approach is shown in Figure 10. A certificate confirming the retirement of carbon credits is 
in Figure 11.  

 

Figure 10 Offset and retirement strategy 

 

 
 
 
 Figure 11 Carbon credit certificate   
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Appendix 1. Definitions and Sources used as input factors for 

calculations 

The definitions and sources below are used in Tom Moore’s Inventory Calculations excel 
spreadsheet associated with this public disclosure. Note that this list only includes 
independent input factors that are sourced from literature, and not those that are calculated 
within the inventory, which are defined in the calculations in Appendix 2. These independent 
variables are shown in italics in the detailed calculations that follow.  

Average annual emissions for a typical South Australian house: from Climate Works 2012, Low 

carbon lifestyles: a practical guide for households. p.17  

http://www.climateworksaustralia.org/sites/default/files/documents/publications/clima

teworks_lowcarbonlifestyle_sa_oct2012.pdf  

 

Average annual hot glass studio gas usage: Calculated from total Jam Factory gas usage for all 

of 2016, which was an average year for glass making. Glassworks are assumed to be 

responsible for 95% of the total annual gas usage, and pay this proportion of the bill. 

Therefore the total glass workshop gas usage is taken as 95% of total gas usage. The 

proportion is based on email of 19 January 2017, which includes an earlier email from 6 

December stating that 95% of the gas bill is glass. Note the following assumptions:  

o Origin Energy website and bills do not state whether scope 3 emissions are included 
on bills so we assume that scope 3 emissions are not listed and add them on 
separately.  

o We assume that glass workshop gas emissions are similar across all studios (Jam 
Factory and UniSA.  

o We average the total gas usage across sessions so all gas usage is allocated, not just 
during sessions 

Average annual home studio LPG usage: Generous estimate based on total usage over 15 

months between January 2015 and April 2016. 3 x 8.5 kg LPG bottles were purchased 

and used during this time.   

Average annual hot glass studio electricity usage: Calculated as the sum of all electricity usage 

from 2016 bills. December was missing but was assumed similar to November.  

Average annual MJ of hot glass studio gas usage: Calculated as the sum of 2016 JamFactory 

gas usage, from gas bills supplied.  

Average monthly cost of hot glass studio electricity: Based on October 2016 electricity bill with 

reference to other monthly charges.  

Average hot glass studio total monthly electricity usage: Based on October 2016 electricity bill.  

Average daily cost of gas: Based on the JamFactory November 2016 gas bill.  

Average daily usage of gas: Based on the JamFactory November 2016 gas bill. 

Average full life cycle emissions per bottle: Documented in Owens-Illinois, Inc at  

http://www.o-i.com/uploadedFiles/Content/Stacked_Content/OI_LCA_031010.pdf. 

Gaffer batch is not identical to machine-made container glass used to mass produce 

http://www.climateworksaustralia.org/sites/default/files/documents/publications/climateworks_lowcarbonlifestyle_sa_oct2012.pdf
http://www.climateworksaustralia.org/sites/default/files/documents/publications/climateworks_lowcarbonlifestyle_sa_oct2012.pdf
http://www.o-i.com/uploadedFiles/Content/Stacked_Content/OI_LCA_031010.pdf
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glass drink bottles, but this was the best available estimate for Gaffer glass. Note that 

because this is a full life cycle assessment it is generous in this context, because the 

freight of Gaffer batch is calculated in full separately.  

Average glass used per session: Generous assumption from email of 17 June 2016.  

Average weight of 355mL glass bottle: Estimate based on Isaac 2012 at  

http://www.greenlifestylemag.com.au/features/2936/disposable-drink-bottles-plastic-

vs-glass-vs-aluminium  

Average weight of a cardboard box: A generous estimate is used based on Emartin_74, (2015) 

How to calculate the weight of corrugated boxes. Ebay article. URL: 

http://www.ebay.com/gds/How-to-Calculate-the-Weight-of-Corrugated-Boxes-

/10000000205625504/g.html, accessed April 2017. 

Average weight of a carton of finished artwork: Generous estimate based on observation and 

sum of parts (cardboard, finished glass, foam). 

Average weight of foam in a box: A generous estimate of 1kg of foam per box was based on 

observations.  

Annual hot glass studio electricity usage: Calculated from email records provided by Jam 

Factory.  

Car travel emissions factor: Australian Department of the Environment (2016) National 

Greenhouse Accounts Factors. Table 4. Available at 

http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/greenhouse-gas-

measurement/publications/national-greenhouse-accounts-factors-aug-2016 

Oxygen concentrator months of use since purchase: According to interviews, the home studio 
concentrator was purchased at the start of PhD project, 15 months prior to inspection.  

Oxygen concentrator electricity rating: Wattage shown on concentrator specifications plate. 

See Figure 3.8 in Public Disclosure Summary. 

Driving distances: Calculated using home and destination addresses, from 

http://distancecalculator.globefeed.com/Australia_Distance_Calculator.asp. 

Embodied energy of foam: An emissions factor could not be found for foam manufacture. 

Instead, the surrogate of embodied energy for foam was used. Sources are at 

http://www.houseoffoam.net/foam_types.htm, and 

http://www.twosistersecotextiles.com/pages/carbon-footprint-addendum  

 Emissions factor for paper production: Paper production emissions factor sourced from Paper 

on-line (undated). Meet Paper Myths and Realities. URL: 

http://www.paperonline.org/uploads/MythsrealitiesV04.pdf, accessed April 2017. P.8. 

Emissions from cardboard manufacture: Sourced from Green ration book (undated). The cost 

of everyday living: Carbon footprint of cardboard. URL: 

http://www.greenrationbook.org.uk/resources/footprints-cardboard/.  

http://www.greenlifestylemag.com.au/features/2936/disposable-drink-bottles-plastic-vs-glass-vs-aluminium
http://www.greenlifestylemag.com.au/features/2936/disposable-drink-bottles-plastic-vs-glass-vs-aluminium
http://www.ebay.com/gds/How-to-Calculate-the-Weight-of-Corrugated-Boxes-/10000000205625504/g.html
http://www.ebay.com/gds/How-to-Calculate-the-Weight-of-Corrugated-Boxes-/10000000205625504/g.html
http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/greenhouse-gas-measurement/publications/national-greenhouse-accounts-factors-aug-2016
http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/greenhouse-gas-measurement/publications/national-greenhouse-accounts-factors-aug-2016
http://distancecalculator.globefeed.com/Australia_Distance_Calculator.asp
http://www.houseoffoam.net/foam_types.htm
http://www.twosistersecotextiles.com/pages/carbon-footprint-addendum
http://www.paperonline.org/uploads/MythsrealitiesV04.pdf
http://www.greenrationbook.org.uk/resources/footprints-cardboard/
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Emissions from the manufacture of coloured glass: Artisand have the exclusive licence to mix 

the recipe for clear glass developed by Gaffer Glass the company that makes the 

coloured glass in Auckland NZ. We assume emissions from colours is the same as for 

clear. This is generous because Tom Moore’s artworks are approximately 10% colour 

and 90% clear glass melted from batch. Published literature on coloured glass 

production emphasise heavy metal pollution potential rather than carbon emissions, 

which are outside of scope.   

Estimates of non-quantified emissions: Emissions sources that were not expected to materially 

affect the overall total emissions since their total is anticipated to be less than 5% of the 

total were included generously in the total inventory by adding an additional 5% of the 

quantified emissions.  

Emissions per tonne of paper waste: Waste mix methane conversion factor for paper. From 

Table 42, National Greenhouse Accounts Factors. 

http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/greenhouse-gas-

measurement/publications/national-greenhouse-accounts-factors-aug-2016. 

Exhibition productivity as a proportion of annual PhD productivity: A factor derived from 

dividing estimated total PhD artworks by the number of artworks that were Magic 

Object Exhibition pieces. The PhD proportion was calculated on a pro rata basis taking 

account of works already made on the PhD project at the time of the MOE. This factor 

was used to estimate the amount of batch glass freighted for the MOE. 

Freight emissions: Calculated from McKinnon, A (2011). CO2 emissions from freight transport: 

an analysis of UK data (Mean of published factors, p. 11.). Available at 

http://www.greenlogistics.org/SiteResources/d82cc048-4b92-4c2a-a014-

af1eea7d76d0_CO2%20Emissions%20from%20Freight%20Transport%20-

%20An%20Analysis%20of%20UK%20Data.pdf accessed April 2017. Using distances 

obtained for each flight from 

http://www.worldatlas.com/travelaids/flight_distance.htm, accessed April 2017. 

Home studio average annual sessions: Calculated as the sum of all sessions booked by Jam 

Factory glass artists during 2016. Based on weekly studio booking records.  

Home studio kiln electricity rating: Wattage shown on kiln specifications plate. See Figure 3.10 
in Public Disclosure Summary.  

Home studio lighting electricity rating: Calculated as Home studio number of lamps x Home 

studio per lamp energy.  

Home studio number of lights: Count supplied by artist.  

Home studio per light electricity rating: Wattage supplied by artist.  

Hours per session: 4 hours. Based on email of 5/12/2016. 

Hours recorded on concentrator meter: Amount shown on concentrator meter at April 2016. 

From Wild-River 2016, studio inspection notes.  

http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/greenhouse-gas-measurement/publications/national-greenhouse-accounts-factors-aug-2016
http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/greenhouse-gas-measurement/publications/national-greenhouse-accounts-factors-aug-2016
http://www.greenlogistics.org/SiteResources/d82cc048-4b92-4c2a-a014-af1eea7d76d0_CO2%20Emissions%20from%20Freight%20Transport%20-%20An%20Analysis%20of%20UK%20Data.pdf
http://www.greenlogistics.org/SiteResources/d82cc048-4b92-4c2a-a014-af1eea7d76d0_CO2%20Emissions%20from%20Freight%20Transport%20-%20An%20Analysis%20of%20UK%20Data.pdf
http://www.greenlogistics.org/SiteResources/d82cc048-4b92-4c2a-a014-af1eea7d76d0_CO2%20Emissions%20from%20Freight%20Transport%20-%20An%20Analysis%20of%20UK%20Data.pdf
http://www.worldatlas.com/travelaids/flight_distance.htm
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Hot studio hours on MOE: All 128 individual artworks made prior to the PhD project and 

included in the MOE and associated exhibitions are listed in the disclosure database. 

Total hours of hot glass studio and lampwork were itemised for each artwork and 

summed for the calculations.  

Large truck performance: Estimated from Department of Infrastructure and Transport (2011) 

Road Truck Productivity: sources, trends and future prospects URL: 

https://bitre.gov.au/publications/2011/files/report_123.pdf    

Litres per trip: Subaru performance estimated at 8.1km/L, based on  

http://www.subaru.com.au/forester/performance . The same performance is used to 

estimate travel between studios, galleries and airports (for Sydney to Windsor Seattle to 

Tacoma).  

Liquid petroleum gas (LPG) scope 1 and 3 emissions factors: Australian Department of the 

Environment (2016) National Greenhouse Accounts Factors. Tables 3, and 40. Available 

at http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/greenhouse-gas-

measurement/publications/national-greenhouse-accounts-factors-aug-2016. Note:  

o In the excel spreadsheet the input factors for emissions is the total for all gases, 
and incorporates the CO2, CH4 and N2O emissions.  

o The Energy Content Factor is used in the equations because the input factors are 
in kg.  

LPG usage since buying concentrator: Generous estimate from Wild-River 2016, studio 
inspection notes, Tom Moore’s records of total LPG purchases since buying concentrator 
“2-3 x 8.5 kg tanks”. 

Tom Moore average annual hot glass studio sessions: The total of 44 sessions per year was the 

average across 2015 and 2016, which were average years for the PhD project.  

Number of trips to studios for MOE exhibition: Very generous estimate based on interview with 

Tom Moore and his wife Rosie Hannam.  

Number of trips: Trips to other destinations are identified from the “Exhibition Artworks” tab 

of the emissions database, based on attachment from email of 21 May 2016.  

Number of passengers: Family members are included in emissions calculations when they 

travelled with the artist.  

Passenger emissions for return flights: calculated from 

http://www.worldatlas.com/travelaids/flight_distance.htm. Note that Tacoma USA 

flight emissions were calculated as ADL to SYD to LAX to SEA, as per email of 17/6/2016. 

Percentage of hot glass studio gas bill that is glass: Based on email of 19 January 2017, which 

includes an earlier email from 6 December stating that 95% of the gas bill is glass. 

PhD years: Assumed to be five years. This amount can easily be increased if the PhD project 

goes over five years.  

Proportion of batch glass use that is coloured glass: Estimate based on email exchange started 

on 12/4/2017.  

https://bitre.gov.au/publications/2011/files/report_123.pdf
http://www.subaru.com.au/forester/performance
http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/greenhouse-gas-measurement/publications/national-greenhouse-accounts-factors-aug-2016
http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/greenhouse-gas-measurement/publications/national-greenhouse-accounts-factors-aug-2016
http://www.worldatlas.com/travelaids/flight_distance.htm
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Scope 2 and 3 electricity emissions factors: Australian Department of the Environment (2016) 

National Greenhouse Accounts Factors. Table 41. Available at 

http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/greenhouse-gas-

measurement/publications/national-greenhouse-accounts-factors-aug-2016. Note that 

the latest Scope 2 emissions factor for South Australia is 0.53, but 0.70 was used to 

provide for a generous estimate, since artworks were made between 2008 and 2017, 

and the highest emissions factor was 0.72 in 2008/9. The emissions factor came down to 

0.67 by 2009-10 and has reduced consistently since then.  

Small van performance: The average fuel efficiency of a small van used for freight. From 

McKinnon, A.  CO2 emissions from freight transport: an analysis of UK data. Available at 

http://www.greenlogistics.org/SiteResources/d82cc048-4b92-4c2a-a014-

af1eea7d76d0_CO2%20Emissions%20from%20Freight%20Transport%20-

%20An%20Analysis%20of%20UK%20Data.pdf accessed April 2017. 

Sum of all paper quantities: A generous estimate is used, based on workshop observations.  

Sum of all percentages of freight boxes: Calculated from the “Exhibition Artworks” tab of the 

emissions database, based on attachment from email of 21 May 2016. Each artwork that 

was freighted was allocated a value based on the percentage of a normal freight box 

that it occupied. The percentage is above 100 per cent if the artwork was shipped 

multiple times.    

Total lampwork/concentrator hours for MOE: Calculated as the estimated number of hours 

spent in lampwork for MOE artworks made before PHD, as listed in the “Exhibition 

Artworks” spreadsheet tab based on attachment from email of 21 May 2016. Note that 

lampwork hours are the same as concentrator hours, although there are two separate 

emissions involved. One is from the electricity usage and the other for the gas.  

Total lampwork/concentrator hours for PhD: Calculated as the pro rata number of hours spent 
on lampwork, based on artworks made from January 2015 until April 2016 and listed in 
the “Exhibition Artworks” spreadsheet tab, based on attachment from email of 21 May 
2016. 

Total hours of home studio kiln usage for PhD: Calculated as twice the annual home studio 

lampwork hours for PhD. This is a generous estimate based on kiln being turned on 

during setup, between lampwork pieces. Annual total is multiplied by years on PhD (=5) 

to provide the overall total.  

Total hours of home studio lights for PhD: Assumed to be equal to hours of kiln usage as lights 

are on when the kiln is on.  

Total hours of home studio kiln usage for MOE: Calculated as twice the home studio lampwork 

hours for MOE artworks. This is a generous estimate based on kiln being turned on 

during setup, between lampwork pieces.  

Town gas scope 1 and 3 emissions factors: Australian Department of the Environment (2016) 

National Greenhouse Accounts Factors. Tables 2, and 38 for South Australia. Available at 

http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/greenhouse-gas-measurement/publications/national-greenhouse-accounts-factors-aug-2016
http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/greenhouse-gas-measurement/publications/national-greenhouse-accounts-factors-aug-2016
http://www.greenlogistics.org/SiteResources/d82cc048-4b92-4c2a-a014-af1eea7d76d0_CO2%20Emissions%20from%20Freight%20Transport%20-%20An%20Analysis%20of%20UK%20Data.pdf
http://www.greenlogistics.org/SiteResources/d82cc048-4b92-4c2a-a014-af1eea7d76d0_CO2%20Emissions%20from%20Freight%20Transport%20-%20An%20Analysis%20of%20UK%20Data.pdf
http://www.greenlogistics.org/SiteResources/d82cc048-4b92-4c2a-a014-af1eea7d76d0_CO2%20Emissions%20from%20Freight%20Transport%20-%20An%20Analysis%20of%20UK%20Data.pdf
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http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/greenhouse-gas-

measurement/publications/national-greenhouse-accounts-factors-aug-2016. Note:  

o In the excel spreadsheet the input factors for emissions is the total for all gases, 
and incorporates the CO2, CH4 and N2O emissions.  

o The Energy Content Factor is not used in the Hot glass workshop equations 
because the input factors are already in Giga Joules.  

  

http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/greenhouse-gas-measurement/publications/national-greenhouse-accounts-factors-aug-2016
http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/greenhouse-gas-measurement/publications/national-greenhouse-accounts-factors-aug-2016
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Appendix 2. Calculations in plain English 

Town gas emissions used in hot glass studios for PhD 
The disclosure shows that the main emissions source is from town gas used in hot glass 

studios. This is calculated by first working out the total annual emissions associated with town 

gas for glass production from JamFactory. Results are used to calculate the emissions footprint 

for an individual session. From there, emissions from Tom Moore’s work are calculated on the 

basis of the number of sessions involved in this disclosure. Emissions are calculated based on 

an average number of sessions per year for PhD studies.   

 

 

 

 

 

  

Annual town gas scope 1 emissions from hot glass studios 
=    Average annual hot glass studio gas usage  x   Town gas Scope 1 emissions factor 
=    5,188.70 GJ x (60.2+0.03) kg CO

2
e/GJ 

=   312.52 tCO
2
e per year 

Annual town gas scope 3 emissions from hot glass studios 
=    Average annual hot glass studio gas usage  x Town gas Scope 3 emissions factor 
=    5,188.70 GJ  x 10.4 kg CO

2
e/GJ 

=   53.96 tCO
2
e per year 

Average town gas scope 1 emissions per hot glass studio session 
=    Workshop annual emissions  ÷   Hot glass studio average annual sessions 
=    312.52 tCO

2
e ÷ 2015 sessions 

=   0.16 tCO
2
e per session 

Average town gas scope 3 emissions per hot glass studio session 
= Workshop annual emissions  ÷ Hot glass studio average annual sessions  
=    53.96 tCO

2
e ÷ 2015 sessions 

=   0.03 tCO
2
e per session 

Moore town gas scope 1 emissions from hot glass studios, PhD 
=    Average emissions per session x Moore average annual hot glass studio sessions  x PhD years 
=    0.16 tCO

2
e  x   70 sessions x   5 years 

=   54.28 tCO
2
e 

Moore town gas scope 3 emissions from hot glass studios, PhD 
=    Average emissions per session x Moore average annual hot glass studio sessions  x PhD years 
=    0.0.03 tCO

2
e   x   70 sessions x   5 years  

=   9.37 tCO
2
e 
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Town gas emissions used in hot glass studios for Magic Object Exhibition 
Town gas emissions associated with the Magic Object Exhibition also draws on the emissions 

per session calculated earlier. The number of sessions involved in non-PhD MOE artworks is 

multiplied by emissions per session.  

 

 

LPG emissions from Tom Moore’s home studio for PhD 
Average annual LPG usage is calculated from LPG purchase and concentrator usage records. 

This is multiplied by the number of years on the PhD. The emissions factor is then applied for 

both Scope 1 and Scope 3 emissions. 

 

 

LPG emissions from Tom Moore’s home workshop, MOE 
LPG usage for the MOE is calculated by multiplying the total lampwork hours by the hourly rate 

of LPG usage. The emissions factor is then applied for both Scope 1 and Scope 3 emissions.  

Moore town gas scope 1 emissions, Magic Object Exhibition 
=    Hot studio hours on MOE ÷   Hours per session  x   Scope 1 emissions per session 

 =    415 hours   ÷   4 hours per session x 0.16 tCO
2
e  

 =   16.09 tCO
2
e 

Moore town gas scope 3 emissions, Magic Object Exhibition 
= Hot studio hours on MOE ÷   Hours per session  x   Scope 3 emissions per session 

 =    415 hours   ÷   4 hours per session x 0.03 tCO
2
e 

 =   2.78 tCO
2
e 

LPG annual scope 1 emissions, home studio 
=   Average annual home studio LPG usage x LPG scope 1 emissions factor 
=    24 kg x (25.7*(60.2+0.2+0.2)/1000000) tCO

2
e/kg 

=   0.04 tCO
2
e 

LPG annual scope 3 emissions, home studio 
=   Average annual home studio LPG usage x LPG scope 3 emissions factor 
=    24 kg x 25.7*3.6/1000000    
=   0.002 tCO

2
e 

Total Scope 1 LPG emissions, home studio, PhD 
=   LPG annual scope 1 emissions x Years on PhD 
=    0.04 tCO

2
e x 5 years   

=   0.187 tCO
2
e 

Total Scope 3 emissions from LPG, home studio, PhD 
=   LPG annual scope 3 emissions, home studio x Years on PhD 
=    0.002 tCO

2
e x 5 years  

=   0.011 tCO
2
e 
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Emissions from car travel 
Driving distances for all relevant trips are multiplied by litres used per trip, the number of trips 

and the emissions factor.  

LPG usage, MOE 
= Total lampwork/concentrator hours for MOE x hourly LPG usage 
=    70.5 hours x 0.37 kg per hour  
=   26.054 kg 

Hourly LPG usage 
=   LPG usage since buying concentrator ÷ Hours recorded on concentrator meter 
=    25.5 kg ÷ 69 hours  
=   0.37 kg per hour 

LPG annual scope 1 emissions, MOE 
=   LPG usage for MOE x LPG scope 1 emissions factor 
=    26.054 kg x (25.7*(60.2+0.2+0.2)/1000000) tCO

2
e/kg 

=   0.041 tCO
2
e 

LPG annual scope 3 emissions from MOE 
=   LPG usage for MOE x LPG scope 3 emissions factor 
=    26.054 kg x (25.7*3.6/1000000) tCO

2
e/kg  

=   0.002 tCO
2
e 

Emissions from car travel from home to Adelaide studios/galleries, MOE 
= Driving distance: average driving distance home to studios x Litres per trip x Number of trips to 

studios for exhibition x Car travel emissions factor 
=    5.66 km x 0.45846 L x 216 trips x ((34.2*(67.4+0.02+0.2))/1000000) tCO

2
e/L  

=   0.229011 tCO2e 

Emissions from road freight, Adelaide to Windsor NSW and return for exhibitions 
= Driving distance: Sydney to Hawkesbury (return) x Litres per trip x Number of x car travel 

emissions factor 
=    128 km x 0.10368 L x 1 trip x ((34.2*(67.4+0.02+0.2))/1000000) tCO

2
e/L 

=   0.2023977 tCO2e 

Emissions from car travel from Seattle to Tacoma 
= Driving distance: Los Angeles to Tacoma (return) x Litres per trip x Number of x Car travel 

emissions factor 
=    500 x 0.10.368 x 1 x ((34.2*(67.4+0.02+0.2))/1000000) tCO

2
e/L 

=   0.093660 tCO2e 
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Emissions from air travel 
Web tools are used to estimate emissions from all trips associated with the MOE.  

 

 

Scopes 2 and 3 (electricity) emissions from PhD, hot glass studios 
Total hot glass studio electricity is multiplied by scope 2 and 3 emissions factors to determine 

total emissions. The result is divided by average annual hot glass studio sessions, and Tom 

Moore’s footprint is determined by multiplying the result by his average annual sessions.  

 

 

Total car travel emissions, Magic Object Exhibition 
=   Travel to Adelaide studios/galleries + Hawkesbury + Tacoma 
= 0.212047 + 0.229011  + 0.2023977 + 0.093660 tCO2e 
= 0.346648 tCO2e 

Emissions from car travel from home to Adelaide studios/galleries, PhD 
=    Driving distance: average distance home to studios x Litres per trip x Number of trips to studios 
for exhibition x Car travel emissions factor 
=    5.66 km x 0.45846 L x 200 trips x ((34.2*(67.4+0.02+0.2))/1000000) tCO

2
e/L 

=   0.212047 tCO2e 

Emissions from air travel, Magic Object Exhibition 
=   sum of all Passenger emissions for return flights (Auckland + Brisbane + Canberra + Chicago USA + 
Seoul Korea + Seattle USA + Townsville + Hawkesbury)  
=    462 +331 + 243.8 + 2553.6 + 1608 + 188 + (594.4 x 3 passengers) + (253.4 x 3 passengers) tCO  
=   9.1598 tCO

2
e 

Average scope 2 electricity emissions from hot glass studios 
=    Average annual hot glass studio electricity usage  x   Electricity scope 2 emissions factor 
=    269,589 kWh x 0.56 
=   156.36 tCO

2
e 

Average scope 2 electricity emissions per hot glass studio session 
=    Average scope 2 emissions from hot glass studios ÷   Hot glass studio average annual 
sessions 
=    156.36 tCO

2
e ÷ 2015 sessions 

=  0.07759 tCO
2
e per session 
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Scopes 2 and 3 (electricity) emissions from MOE, hot glass studio 
Emissions are calculated by dividing Tom Moore’s total hours of hot glass studio time on all 

pre-PhD MOE artworks by hours per session. The result is multiplied by the average electricity 

emissions per session that was calculated earlier.  

 

 

Scopes 2 and 3 (electricity) emissions, home studio 
Electricity usage in the home studio is the sum of electricity usage for each electrical item, 

based on its annual hours of use for the PhD, and the total hours used for MOE artworks. 

These totals are multiplied by the relevant emissions factor.  

Moore total scope 2 electricity emissions from PhD project, hot glass studios 
=    Average scope 2 emissions per hot glass studio session x Moore average annual hot glass 

studio sessions  x PhD years 
= 0.07759 tCO

2
e per session  x  44 sessions per year x 5 years  

=  27.16tCO
2
e 

Annual scope 3 electricity emissions, hot glass studios 
=    Average annual hot glass electricity usage  x   Electricity scope 3 emissions factor 
=    269,589 kWh x 0.11  tCO

2
e per kWh 

=   29.6548 tCO
2
e 

Average scope 3 electricity emissions per session 
= Annual scope 3 electricity emissions, hot glass studios ÷ Hot glass studios average annual 

sessions 
=    29.6548 tCO

2
e ÷ 2015  sessions 

=  0.0147 tCO
2
e per session 

Moore total scope 3 electricity emissions from PhD project, glass workshops 
=    Average scope 3 electricity emissions per session x Moore average annual hot glass studio 

sessions x PhD years 
= 0.0147 tCO

2
e per session x  44 sessions x 5 years 

=  5.15 tCO
2
e 

Scope 2 electricity emissions from hot glass studios, Magic Object Exhibition 
=    Hours on MOE artworks ÷ Hours per session x   Average scope 2 electricity emissions per hot 

glass studio session 
=    415 hours ÷ 4 hours per session x 0.07759 tCO

2
e per session 

=   8.05 tCO
2
e 

Scope 3 emissions from MOE 
=    Hours on MOE artworks ÷ Hours per session x   Average scope 3 emissions per hot glass 

studio session 
=    415 hours ÷ 4 hours per session x 0.0147 tCO

2
e per session 

=   1.53 tCO
2
e 
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Emissions from batch glass and coloured glass 
Literature sources are used to calculate the average emissions per kg of plain glass produced. 

This is multiplied by the quantity of glass used by Tom Moore in both the PhD and MOE work.  

 

Total home studio electricity for PhD 
=  (Total hours of home studio kiln usage for PhD x Home studio kiln electricity rating)  
 + (Total hours of home studio lights for PhD x Home studio lighting electricity rating) 
 + (Total lampwork/concentrator hours for PhD x concentrator electricity rating) 
=  (1200 hours x 1.8 kW) + (1200 hours x 0.144 kW) + (600 hours x 0.48kW) 
= 2160 kWh + 172.8 kWh + 288 kWh 
= 2620.8 kWh 

Scope 2 electricity emissions from home studio, PhD 
=    Total home studio electricity for PhD x   Scope 2 electricity emissions factor 
= 2620.8 kWh x 0.56 kgCO2e/kWh 
= 1.5201 tCO

2
e 

Scope 3 electricity emissions from home studio, PhD 
= Total home studio electricity usage for PhD x   Scope 3 emissions factor 
= 2620.8 kWh x 0.11 kgCO2e/kWh 
= 0.2883 tCO

2
e 

Total home studio electricity for MOE 
=    (Total hours of home studio kiln usage for MOE x Home studio kiln energy rating)  
 + (Total hours of home studio lights for MOE  x Home studio lighting energy rating) 
 + (Total lampwork/concentrator hours on MOE x concentrator electricity rating) 
= (141 hours x 1.8 kW) + (141 hours x 0.144 kW) + (70.5 hours x 0.48 kW) 
= 253.8 kWh + 20.304 kWh + 33.84 kWh 
= 274.104 kWh 

Scope 2 electricity emissions from home studio, MOE 
=    Total home studio electricity for MOE x   Scope 2 emissions factor 
= 274.10 kWh x 0.56 kgCO2e/kWh 
= 0.1919 tCO

2
e 

Scope 3 electricity emissions from home studio, MOE 
= Total home studio electricity for MOE  x   Scope 3 emissions factor 
= 274.10 kWh x 0.11 kgCO2e/kWh 
= 0.0302 tCO

2
e 

Average emissions per kg of plain glass produced 
=    Average weight of 355mL glass bottle x Number of 355mL glass bottles in a kg x Average full 

life cycle emissions per bottle 
= 0.2kg x 5 bottles x 0.153 kgCO

2
e 

=   0.765 kgCO
2
e per kg 

Scope 3 electricity emissions from home studio, MOE 
= Total home studio electricity for MOE  x   Scope 3 emissions factor 
= 274.10 kWh x 0.11 kgCO2e/kWh 
= 0.0302 tCO

2
e 
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Emissions from freight 
Quantities of freighted glass are multiplied by emissions factors relevant to the mode of travel 

(by road or air) and the relevant emissions factors.  

Batch glass used per year of PhD 
=    Average batch glass used per session x Moore average annual hot glass studio sessions 
=    8 kg x 70 sessions 
=   560 kg 

Emissions from batch glass manufacture, PhD 
=    Average emissions per kg of plain glass produced x Batch glass used per year of PhD  

x PhD years 
=    0.765 kgCO

2
e per kg x 560 kg x 5 years 

=  2.142 tCO
2
e 

Batch glass used, MOE 
=    Hours on MOE artworks ÷ Hours per session x Average glass used per session 
= 415 hours ÷ 4 hours x 8 kg 
=   830 kg 

Emissions from batch glass manufacture, MOE 
=    Batch glass used for MOE x Average emissions per kg of glass produced 
=    830 kg x 0.765 kgCO

2
e per kg 

=  0.63495 tCO
2
e 

Emissions from coloured glass manufacture, PhD 
=    less than emissions from batch glass 
=  2.142 tCO

2
e 

Emissions from coloured glass manufacture, MOE 
=    less than emissions from batch glass 
=  0.63495 tCO

2
e 

Quantity of coloured glass used in PhD and MOE 
=  (Batch glass used per year of PhD x proportion of coloured glass to batch glass x PhD years) +  
     (Batch glass used in MOE x proportion of coloured glass to batch glass) 
= (560 kg x 10% x 5 years) + (830 x 10%) 
=   2.142 t 

Emissions from air freight of coloured glass 
=  sum of freight emissions for PhD coloured glass + MOE coloured glass (Auckland) 
=    1.43 + 0.43 
=   1.86 tCO2e 
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Emissions from packaging and paper 
Cardboard and foam are the two components of packaging for finished artworks. Literature 

sources are used to estimate emissions associated with each component and the results are 

multiplied by the number of packages used to in all transport relevant to each artwork. Paper 

is used in artwork design. Emissions from paper manufacture are included here, based on 

published sources.  

Emissions from air freight of MOE exhibition artworks 
=   sum of all freight emissions (Auckland + Chicago USA + Seoul Korea + Tacoma USA + Tacoma to 

Chicago USA)  
= 0.051209184 + 1.846382466 + 0.287433338 + 0.506597457 + 0.0439608 tCO

2
e  

=   2.78 tCO
2
e 

Emissions from small van road freight, MOE 
= Driving distance: sum of  driving distances after making or for exhibitions (Brisbane, Canberra, 

Hawkesbury) ÷ small van efficiency x small van emissions factor 
=    9,050 km  ÷  8km/ L x  (34.2*(67.4+0.02+0.2))/1000000 
= 2.616133   tCO2e 

Emissions from large truck road freight, MOE 
= Driving distance to Townsville ÷ large truck efficiency x large truck emissions factor 
=    5,278 km  ÷  3.8km/ L x (38.6*(69.9+0.05+1.8)/1000000) 
= 3.84676   tCO2e 

Emissions from road freight, MOE 
= emissions from small van road freight + emissions from large truck road freight 
=    2.616133 +  3.84676    
= 6.46   tCO2e 

Emissions from road freight emissions, clear batch glass, PhD 
= Road freight distances Artisand to Adelaide  x PhD years ÷  small van efficiency x mall van travel 

emissions factor 
=    1262 km x 5 years ÷  8km/ L x (34.2*(67.4+0.02+0.2))/1000000 
= 1.80   tCO2e 

Emissions from road freight emissions clear batch glass, MOE 
= Exhibition productivity as a proportion of annual PhD productivity x Road freight distance       

Artisand to Adelaide  ÷  small van efficiency x small van emissions factor 
=    1.60 x 1262 km ÷  8km/ L x (25.7*3.6/1000000)  
= 0.58  tCO2e 

Total number of boxes 
=    Sum of all percentages of freight boxes ÷  100 
= 33.145 boxes 

Emissions from cardboard used in freight packaging 
=    Total number of boxes x Average weight of a cardboard box x Emissions from cardboard 

manufacture 
= 33.145 boxes x 0.5 x 3.3 kgCO

2
e 

=   0.05468925 tCO
2
e 
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Emissions from foam used in freight packaging 
=    Embodied energy of foam x Total number of boxes x average weight of foam per box x Town 

gas emissions factor 
= 95 MJ/kg x 33.145 x 1 x (60.2+0.03) 
=   0.189650718 tCO

2
e 

Emissions from packaging artworks 
=    Emissions from cardboard + Emissions from foam  
= 0.05468925 + 0.189650718 tCO

2
e 

= 0.244339968 tCO
2
e 

Emissions from paper used in artwork design 
=    Sum of all paper quantities x Emissions factor for paper production 
= 30kg x 0.8 
= 0.0461 tCO

2
e 


